Overview
Quantum numbers and masses of DHB 
• DHB -heavy-light meson-like states containing a heavy diquark in the3 color state and a light quark in the 3 color state.
• S q and S d decouple =⇒ relations between DHB transition FF in the qd picture (White-Savage, 1991) and qQQ picture (Flynn-Nieves, 2007 ).
• No heavy flavor symmetry because of transition between two heavy diquarks of different flavor
• Specific kinematical region -near zero recoil limit (NZRL)
where m Q -mass of the spectator heavy quark
• good for bb → bc transitions -p.5
Weak transitions between DHB
where η(w) --universal Isgur-Wise (IW) function • RTQM is based on compositeness condition
where
where Φ B -nonlocal correlation function involving constituent quarks with masses m i and
where Λ B characterizes the size of DHB; l 1 and l 2 -Jacobi momenta.
• DHB currents: light quark q a 1 coupled to a heavy diquark d
• For the ( 1 2 + , 0) states -the pseudoscalar J P , scalar J S and axial J A currents
• For the ( 1 2 + , 1) states one has a vector J V and a tensor J T current
• For the ( 3 2 + , 1) states one has the vector and tensor currents J V µ and
• Parameters m q and Λ B have been taken from a fit to the properties of light, single and double heavy baryons in previous analysises:
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Results
Choose the momenta as p
IW function for bc → cc transitions
IW function for bb → bc transitions: change m cc → m bb η(w) = exp 
DHB SL decay widths (Ξ modes) in units of
Results
Vector form factor F V 1 / √ 2 -exact result and IW function η(w) 
